Coach Greg rides
California
!
!
Trip to support athletes running the Rock nʼ Roll
Marathon in San Diego turns into a great training trip.
I traveled to San Diego this past weekend for a long early summer vacation of relaxing
supporting athletes, and getting a little training in. With the main focus the Rock nʼ Roll
Marathon on Sunday, there was still plenty of time to get some high quality training rides
and runs in during his time at the beach.
Riding the coast to Del Mar
While staying in Mission Beach is not the
best place to base out of for great
training, if I got up early I could get away
from the city traffic of Mission and Pacific
Beach to get a quality ride up the coast.
Once through the craziness of MB and
PB I was cruising through La Jolla on my
way up the coast. Riding through La Jolla
felt like old times of riding through Aspen,
CO, except for there was great surf
instead of beautiful mountains to distract
me. Just like in Aspen the flat roads of
town quickly give way to a long climb.
The climb up Torrey Pines Rd was a
great way to wake up my flat lander legs. Putting in a steady effort all the way to the top
I felt like my late early cycling form is coming along great. Easy spinning across the top
of Torrey Pines past UCSD and Torrey Pines Municipal Golf Course all I could think
about was how I chose the wrong place to go to college. The pay off for the climb
comes when you get to fly down the hill towards Torrey Pines State Park and the beach.
With the waves were crashing and the sun was coming out my alter ego of surf bum
was came out and all I could think about was paddling out and catching some waves
(this would come later in the day). The next climb into Del Mar felt even easier than I
remembered from previous trips to Southern California, but I was happy to reach the
top. After stopping for my morning coffee and pastry I went to check out another surf
break to plan my afternoon. The return ride allowed me to climb the downhills from my
ride up to Del Mar except I chose to descend La Jolla Shores Dr by the Scripps Institute
of Oceanic Research into La Jolla Shores. Spinning back to the apartment in MB was a
lot more adventurous with the morning traffic through PB, but I made it safe and smiling.
After refueling I headed back up the coast to surf all the spots I scoped out in the
morning. Life is good in California.

